
Network Manager Telecom is the industry’s most flexible 
and comprehensive software to accelerate planning, design, 
construction, operations and time to revenue. 
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Why Network Manager Telecom?

Support for the entire  
network lifecycle
With a fully integrated architecture, 
Network Manager Telecom connects 
end-to-end workflows and applications 
to streamline and optimize every 
network process.

Network management 
for every operator
Network Manager Telecom is the 
industry’s leading network management 
software for everyone from small private 
networks to national telecom operators, 
offering the flexibility to meet the size 
and complexity of any network.

Industry-best workflows 
and templates
Our rapidly deployable solution and 
easy-to-use interface empower every 
team to execute work according to 
leading industry standards – without 
changing your network model.

Best-in-class mobility
Network Manager Telecom enables field 
teams to document and manage data 
online or offline, more powerfully and 
flexibly than other solutions, ensuring 
accurate, up-to-date data.

Scalability for the future
As your network architecture, IT systems, 
and number of users and business 
objectives evolve, our scalable solution 
can model future network architectures, 
operational requirements, business needs, 
and data sources to continuously enhance 
your network.

The end-to-end process really helps us. You go from the design process into a field survey and then into 
construction. You then have full visibility of ticket progress, all of which really helps us with our KPIs.

- Craig Krammes, Director for IT Engineering Systems

Integrated lifecycle management
Network Manager Telecom

Investment protection
Network Manager Telecom is available 
in Insight, Professional, and Enterprise 
editions that meet evolving requirements 
and protect your technology investment.
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Optimize network design from the 
field with the Path Finder tool

Easily view splice tray connections, 
from the office or field

The telecom industry’s only single platform to enable operators to deploy and operate networks across the 
entire lifecycle, from planning and design to operations and sales. 

A single platform across the lifecycle

IQGeo Integrated Network

• Integration across the lifecycle

• Automated planning and estimating

• Accelerated network designs

• Accurate, efficient builds

• Maximized network revenues

• Single view of network data

With a single, shared view of network data and streamlined workflows, IQGeo gives companies the speed, efficiency 
and precision they need to deliver great service and stay ahead of the competition. 

Municipalities, educational and corporate campuses, transit authorities, utilities, commercial broadband 
and fiber network operators, DOTs / Intelligent Transportation Systems, and cable network operators. 

Who uses Network Manager Telecom?


